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HOLIDAY HOMEWORK 2018-19 

Class: XII C  

This year, your holiday homework is a fun mix of all the aspects of learning. It has been designed to 

ensure that you enjoy and learn at the same time. Special attention has been taken to ensure that you use 

your creativity, your innovative ideas and your imagination to shape your holiday homework into 

fantastic ‘creations’. So enjoy your holidays spending quality times with your near and dear ones and 

devote sometimes to learn new things.  

  

General Instructions: 

 Holiday Homework of all subjects to be done in separate Stick Files (only). 

 The areas to be covered are suggested below. You can of course use your creativity and innovation 

for new ideas too! 

 Credit will be awarded to original photographs/ drawings, illustrations and creative use of materials. 

 Holiday Homework needs to be submitted on 10
th

 July 2018. 

 Holiday Homework needs to be developed and presented in this order:  

 Cover page showing title, student information, school and academic year and parent’s 

signature. 

 List of contents with page numbers.  

 The last page should have Bibliography/ Sources of information from where you have 

collected your information. 

 

Subject: English 

 Read the novel, The Invisible man and write a 300- 400 word book review covering the 
following aspects: Plot and theme, main characters, setting, language and vocabulary and any 
other elements which make the story interesting.  

 

Subject: History 

A group project (as per the direction of CBSE) for AISSCE 2019 is to be done. The class has been divided 

in three groups and tasks are assigned against every student. 

Group 1.Topic- Mahabharata-The Dynamic Epic (Group Coordinator - Wangchuk)  

Member Students Task Assigned 

Komal Manuscript Preparation 

Anshuman Research Work+ Cover Page Design 

Wangchuk Maps &  Border Design 

Group 2.Topic –Phantastograpic Mughal Architecture (Group Coordinator- Narmada) 

Member Students Task Assigned 

Narmada Research Work + Model 

Vanchano Manuscript Preparation 

Richard Map Work+ Material Procurement 

Group 3. Topic – Gandhi- The Making Of A Leader (Group Coordinator- Abhivrat) 

Member Students Task Assigned 

Nagar Research Work +Map 

Abhivrat Manuscript Preparation 

Akshat Pictures +Designing Work 

 

The Project Will Be Divided In Under Given Segments: 

1 Index 2. Acknowledgement 

3. Synopsis 4. Content 

5. Conclusion 6. Bibliography 
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NOTE – Final assembling of the project will be done after the reopening of the school which would require 

approximately two weeks’ time. 

 

Subject: Political Science 

A detailed report is to be prepared on “The Foreign Policy Of India” since independence and the policy 

shifts that have taken place. 

 

Subject: Geography 

Write about the following topics in the Geography Practical Record File. 

 Data and its compilation. 

 Data processing. 

 Graphical representation of data. 

 Use of computers in data processing and mapping. 

 Spatial Information technology.  

 

Subject: Sociology 

This summer, conduct a survey to understand the society and its various issues/concerns: 

 

1.The use of public spaces by people living in society- VIVEK CHAUHAN  

2. House hold appliances and Domestic work- ANSUMAN MORARKA 

3. Role of communication media in social life- ABHIVRAT PATHAK  

4. Role of Public transport in our daily life- WEWASA POJAR 

5. The challenges of cultural diversity - AKSHAT SHARMA 

6. The importance of community identity - YUMLAM KAMIN 

7. Minority rights and nation building - WANGCHUK TSETEN TONYOT  

8. Role of Manipuri women in economic development with special reference to 'EMA MARKET' - 

NARMADA KOIJAM 

9. 'Sati Pratha'  system in India with special reference to visit of 'Moosi Maharani Ki Chhatri' , Alwar - 

VANCHANO PATTON  

 

Subject: Psychology 

     CASE STUDY (QUALITATIVE RESEARCH WORK) 

Description: 

Step 1: Choose a subject for study 

Step 2: Look into his/her problem 

Step 3: Describe the problem, its symptoms, and treatment method that can be taken up/ 

Step 4: Demographic detail of the subject. 

Step 5: In depth personal details, description, and experiences of the subject. 

Step 6: Psychological Tests (optional) can be done on the subject. 

Step 7: Conclusion. 

Note: If the subject is from school, step 5 to 7 can be completed after vacations. 

     PRACTICAL FILE 

Theoretical write-up of Practical Files, for boards, is to be completed during vacations. Handouts will be 

provided. 

 

Subject: Informatics Practices 

1. Design an E-Business application that offers an interface to search and view Mobile details from 

SMARTMOBILE table in the database. If the user decides to buy them its details get added to the 

Order Table and internally the SMARTMOBILE recorded is updated (minus qty ordered) in the 

table. When user clicks at Submit button, then a message box informs the user about number of toys 

ordered and total bill amount; upon clicking Exit button, the application is closed. 
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Specification :  

 In search criterion, If name is selected then the label with text “Enter lower limit” changes to 

“Enter Name” and the Label with text “Enter upper limit” and the text field become disabled. 

Otherwise (in case Price or Age is selected as Sort Criterion) then lower limit and upper limit 

text fields apply to the selected criterion. 

 After obtaining the search Criterion, search should be performed in the SMARTMOBILE 

table and the mobile List box should get filled accordingly. 

 The Order Qty text field is enabled only when the CLICK ME check box is ticked. 

 The Mobile details get added to MOBILE ORDERED table only after Confirm Order Button 

is pressed for the Mobile. 

Text Book Reference: Page No. : 540, Lab Q. 16 

2. Create a HTML data entry web form to illustrate TextBox, Label, CheckBox, Option Button, ListBox 

and command button. Students may use other HTML controls. 

Text Book Reference: Page No. : 345, Lab Q. 3 

 

Note: Student may carry educational/software CD which is attached with the text book. They may install 

NetBeans IDE from the CD or they can download from the internet. 

 

Subject: Painting 

Prepare one thematic painting in half imperial sized sheet based on daily life subjects and color it in a 

balanced color scheme.  

 

Subject: Physical Education 

1. Collect brief portfolio of any one male and one female sportsperson of one of the following 

games/sports- Football, Basketball, Volleyball, and Cricket. 

2. Write ten latest rules of any of the above mentioned sport. 

Note –Attach pictures/photos related to the topic. 

 


